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Section 1. Death Distribution Methods summary 
The first step of the study is to assess the quality and adjust the mortality data from states 

in Brazil. This analysis is done using a series of traditional demographic methods, better known as 

Death  Distribution  Methods  (Hill,  2017;  Hill,  You  and  Choi,  2009).  These  methods  were 

developed, based on population dynamics equations, to assess the coverage of deaths in relation 

to the population and the quality of the declaration of information on deaths and population. The 

methods compare the distribution of deaths by age with the age distribution of the population and 

provide the age pattern of mortality for a defined period (Hill, 2017; Murray, et.al, 2010; Hill, You 

and Choi, 2009). There are three main varians for evaluating the quality of mortality data: general 

growth  balance  (GGB),  synthetic  extinct  generation  (SEG)  and  the  adjusted  synthetic  extinct 

generations  (SEG-adj  ).  The  methods  have  very  strong  assumptions:  population  is  closed  to 

migration or subject to very small migration flows, the degree of coverage of deaths is constant by 

age, the degree of coverage of the population counts is constant by age, and the ages of the living 

and of deaths are declared without errors. Queiroz, et.al (2020) provides an detailed description of 

the methods and discuss their applications in different scenarios.  

GGB is derived from the basic demographic equilibrium equation, which defines the rate 

of  population  growth  as  the  difference  between  the  rate  of  entry  and  the  rate  of  exit  of  the 

population. This relationship, according to Hill (1987), also occurs for any age segment with open 

interval x +, and the entries occur as birthdays at ages x. Thus, the difference between the entry 

rate x + and the population growth rate x + produces a residual estimate of the mortality rate x + 

(Hill, 1987; Hill, You and Choi, 2009). If the residual mortality estimate can be estimated from 

two population censuses, and compared with a direct mortality estimate using the death registry, 

the degree of coverage of the death registry can be estimated and mortality data adjusted (Hill, 

1987; Hill, You and Choi, 2009; Murray, et.al, 2010). 

SEG uses age-specific growth rates to convert an age distribution of deaths into an age 
distribution of a population. In a stationary population the deaths observed after a certain age x are 

equal to the population over the same age x, we have that the deaths of a population over age x 

provide an estimate of the population over the same age. Age-specific population growth rates are 

used to adjust the number of deaths in the stationary population for an unstable population. The 

sum of the number of deaths over age x gives an estimate of the population over age x. The degree 

of coverage of the death record will be given by the ratio between the deaths estimated by the 
population above age x and the population observed above age x. 

Hill, You and Choi (2009) suggest a combination of the methods of GGB and SEG that 

can  be  more  robust  than  the  application  of  the  two  methods  separately.  The  adjusted  method 

consists of applying the GGB to obtain estimates of the change in census coverage, and using that 

estimate to adjust one of the demographic censuses (population enumeration) and then apply SEG 

method with the adjusted population to obtain the degree of coverage of the mortality data. 
Although they have some limitations, DDMs provide very robust and consistent results for 

a series of applications across the globe. For instance, Peralta et al., 2019 applied the methods to 

evaluate data quality at the sub-national level in Ecuador. Glei, Barbieri and Santamaria-Ulloa 

(2019) studied the quality of mortality estimates in Costa Rica and compared to other estimates. 

Wang et al. (2016) shows the application of DDM as part of the procedures of the Global Burden 

of Diseases and  Lima and Queiroz (2014) and Queiroz, et.al (2020) evaluate quality of mortality 
information for small-areas in Brazil overtime.  
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